CORRAL LAYOUT FOR RANGE CATTLE

SCALE: 0 10 20 30 FT.

NOTES:
FOR DETAILS OF:
- CUTTING TOWER & CUTTING SIUITE, SEE SHEET 2.
- LOADING RAMP & SORTING TANK, SEE SHEET 3.
- FENCING & GATES, SEE SHEET 4.

Metal gates for all 10' x 12' gates to be 5" x 5" steel pipe.

WORKING PEN

GROUP HOLDING PEN

5" ROUND PRESSURE TREATED WOOD POSTS
5" PIPE POSTS & 3" PIPE BRACES
10' METAL GATES
SOLID WOOD FENCE
LOADING TRAP
PIPE STILE
SOLID WOOD GATES
CATWALK
LOADING RAMP
SOLID WOOD FENCE
6" MOVING NO. 9 WIRE 46" WIDE 2 CABLES OVER TOTAL HEIGHT OF FENCE 5' 10"
5" PIPE POSTS & 3" PIPE BRACES
5" PIPE POSTS & 3" PIPE BRACES FOR ALL CORNERS
5" ROUND PRESSURE TREATED WOOD POSTS
5" PIPE POSTS & 3" PIPE BRACES
5" PIPE POSTS & 3" PIPE BRACES